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Large series of prime numbers can be superposed on a single quantum register and then analyzed
in full parallelism. The construction of this Prime state is efficient, as it hinges on the use of a
quantum version of any efficient primality test. We show that the Prime state turns out to be very
entangled as shown by the scaling properties of purity, Renyi entropy and von Neumann entropy.
An analytical approximation to these measures of entanglement can be obtained from the detailed
analysis of the entanglement spectrum of the Prime state, which in turn produces new insights in
the Hardy-Littlewood conjecture for the pairwise distribution of primes. The extension of these
ideas to a Twin Prime state shows that this new state is even more entangled than the Prime
state, obeying majorization relations. We further discuss the construction of quantum states that
encompass relevant series of numbers and opens the possibility of applying quantum computation
to Arithmetics in novel ways.
I. INTRODUCTION
Prime numbers have fascinated mathematicians and physicist for centuries. They are the building blocks in Number
Theory that explains its relevance for Pure Mathematics [1, 2]. However, we do not know of any fundamental physical
theory that is based on deep facts in Number Theory [3]. In spite of this, there have been several attempts in the
past to provide a physical meaning to prime numbers, with the hope that both fields can benefit from each other.
Without trying to be exhaustive, we shall mention some of these attempts that will also aid us to frame the aims of
this work (for a review on this topic see [4] and the database [5]).
Prime numbers in Physics have been considered as classical or quantum objects. In the first category falls the gas
of primons where the particles have energies proportional to the logarithm of the primes, and whose partition function
is the Riemann zeta function ζ(s), with s a real number related to the temperature of the gas [6]-[8]. The divergence
of ζ(s) at s = 1 being related to a Hagedorn transition that also appears in string theory [9]. Another example of a
classical interpretation of the primes appears in the spectral approach to the Riemann Hypothesis. According to Berry
and collaborators, the primes correspond to the primitive periodic orbits of a classical chaotic Hamiltonian whose
quantization would yield the Riemann zeros as eigenenergies [10]-[12]. This would provide a proof of the celebrated
Riemann Hypothesis, that as Berry put it, would mean that “there is music in the primes” [13]-[15]. This conjecture
has been very fruitful in the past, helping to establish many links between Number Theory, Quantum Chaos and
Random Matrix Theory, the later theory being invented in Nuclear Physics in order to understand the spectrum of
complex nuclei, and that later on found numerous applications in Condensed Matter Physics [16]-[29]. This line of
thought runs parallel with several physical approaches to give a physical realization of the Riemann zeros [30]-[49].
A quantum interpretation of the primes was given by Mussardo, who constructed a Hamiltonian whose spectrum
coincides in average with the position of the prime numbers [50]. Later numerical attempts to match the precise
positions of the primes, gave a potential with a multi fractal structure. A similar idea concerning the Riemann
zeros, was pursued by Wu and Sprung [51], and continued by several groups, finding a fractal potential whose fractal
dimension is smaller than the one associated to the prime potential [52]-[54] (see [4] for a review). These results
seem quite natural given that the primes satisfy an almost Poisson distribution, while the Riemann zeros follow the
statistics of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) of Random Matrix Theory [16]-[19].
Another quantum realization of the primes was proposed by the authors of this paper using a quantum computer
[55]. Rather than dealing with the primes individually, they are taken as a whole using the available computational
resources. The benefit of this realization is that number theoretical functions, such as the prime counting function
[56], become accessible through measurement. In this manner one can verify, but not prove, the Riemann Hypothesis
beyond the current classical methods. This method provides a quantum speed up of classical algorithms, which is
analogous to the well known Shor’s algorithm of factorization [57], although the speed in our case is not exponential
but polynomial since it is based in the Grover’s quantum search algorithm [58]. In both methods, the origin of the
quantum gain is entanglement, that is the central concept in Quantum Information Theory [59]. In this paper we shall
apply standard techniques to analyze the entanglement hidden in the Prime state, such as von Neumann entropy,
Renyi entropies, etc. We mentioned above that the primes are almost random numbers. One would then have expected
that the Prime state would also be random with the highest von Neumann entropy for bipartition’s. However, this
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2is not the case. The prime state is certainly random but not a typical random state in the Hilbert space. The von
Neumann entropy grows linearly with the number of qubits, so it violates the so called area law that characterizes the
low energy states of local Hamiltonians [60]-[62]. But the coefficient of the linear growth is smaller than the one of a
generic random state, a property that is relevant to black-hole evaporation [63, 64]. This result indicates the existence
of correlations built in the Prime state. That the prime numbers are correlated was famously conjectured long ago
by Hardy and Littlewood, who found an heuristic formula for the probability of having pairs of primes p and p + k
[65]. Quite interestingly, we have found that the Hardy-Littlewood pair distribution law is what characterizes the
bipartite entanglement properties of the Prime state. Hence the entanglement measures, such as the von Neumann
entropy or Renyi entropies, can be computed from the pair correlations of primes for a large number of qubits. It is
worthwhile to mention that the Hardy-Littlewood law played an important role in the derivation of the GUE statistics
of the Riemann zeros that was first conjectured by Montgomery and confirmed numerical by Odlyzko (for a review
see [22, 25]). In our case, the computation of the Renyi entropies involves averages of the Hardy-Littlewood law, that
suggests possible links between the two approaches, namely treating the primes as quantum objects or as classical
ones. Other physical oriented approaches to prime numbers can be found in references [66]-[81].
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. II we review briefly the Prime state proposed in reference [55]. In
Sect. III we compute the entanglement figures of merit for the Prime state. An analytical approximation to the
entanglement spectrum is proposed and exploited in Sect. IV. In Sect. V, we define new number theoretical states,
that generalize the construction of the prime state. We have included four appendices with the more technical details.
II. REVIEW OF THE PRIME STATE
The key idea to address prime numbers using a quantum computer consists in exploiting the quantum superposition
principle. To be more precise, we shall analyze the possibility of producing a single quantum state made of the
superposition of prime numbers. In this way, all prime numbers can be manipulated in full parallelism as a single
entity bringing the possibility of exploring their properties in a much more efficient way than in classical computations.
In this section we shall review this idea as presented in [55].
The central object of our analysis is the Prime state |IPn〉, which corresponds to a quantum state made of the
equally weighted superposition of prime numbers as written in the n-qubit computational basis [55]
|IPn〉 =
1√
pi(2n)
∑
p∈prime<2n
|p〉, (1)
where each prime number p = p02
0 + p12
1 + . . .+ pn−12n−1 is implemented as a ket |p〉 = |pn−1, . . . , p0〉, N = 2n and
pi(N) is a constant that normalizes the state. As an example, we can write explicitly the Prime state for 4 qubits
|IP4〉 =
1√
pi(16)
(|2〉+ |3〉+ |5〉+ |7〉+ |11〉+ |13〉) (2)
=
1√
6
(|0010〉+ |0011〉+ |0101〉+ |0111〉+ |1011〉+ |1101〉) . (3)
Note that 100 qubits would be sufficient to superpose far more primes than the ones that can be analyzed using a
classical computer at present.
The normalization of the Prime state exactly corresponds to the total number of primes below N , that is the
fundamental prime number counting function pi(N). The Prime Number Theorem (PNT) provides an estimate for
this quantity in terms of the Log integral function [56]
pi(N) ∼ Li(N) N→∞−→ N
lnN
. (4)
The actual count of prime numbers does necessarily fluctuate around the PNT estimation, as Littlewood [82] proved
that pi(N)− Li(N) will change sign infinitely many times. Moreover, the fluctuations of the actual pi(N) around the
estimate Li(N) are bounded for large N if the Riemann Hypothesis holds true [83, 84]
|pi(N)− Li(N)| ≤ 1
8pi
√
N lnN . (5)
It is then possible to falsify the Riemann Hypothesis if the actual number of prime numbers would be proven to depart
from the PNT estimation beyond the bound in Eq. (5).
3A. Construction of the Prime state
A first and critical question is whether the Prime state can in principle be constructed and, if so, whether its
construction is efficient in the sense that it uses resources in space and time which only grow polynomially with the
number of bits of the primes under consideration. There are two strategies to construct the Prime state that we shall
briefly present.
Let us first focus on a probabilistic procedure to construct the Prime state that hinges on the action of a primality
check operator. At the outset the register must be initialized as a product state of all qubits in their 0 logical value.
Then a set of Hadamard gates acting on each qubit UH |0〉 = 12 (|0〉+ |1〉) generates the global superposition
U
(0)
H ⊗ · · · ⊗ U (n−1)H |00 . . . 0〉 =
1√
2n
2n−1∑
x=0
|x〉, (6)
where |x〉 = |xn−1, . . . , x1, x0〉. The key step in the construction of the Prime state is to use a unitary operator that
discriminates primes from composites. The detailed discussion of this primality check operator will come later. Here
it suffices to consider that there exists an efficient quantum circuit such that
Uprimality|x〉|0〉 =
{ |x〉|0〉 x ∈ primes
|x〉|1〉 x /∈ primes . (7)
The action of this unitary operation on the superposition of all states reads
Uprimality
1√
2
n
2n−1∑
x=0
|x〉|0〉 = 1√
2n
(√
pi(2n)|IPn〉|0〉+
√
2n − pi(2n)| /IPn〉|1〉
)
, (8)
where | /IPn〉 is a normalized quantum state made out of the superposition of all composite numbers less or equal
to 2n − 1. The Prime state is obtained when a measurement of the ancilla produces the 0 readout. The results of
quantum measurements are in general probabilistic. In our case, the Prime state is obtained upon measurement with
probability
Prob(IPn) =
pi(2n)
2n
∼ 1
n ln 2
, (9)
where we have use the PNT. This construction shows that obtaining the Prime state is an efficient task. To be precise,
using the standard amplification technique the number of repetitions for this construction to produce an instance of
the Prime state with probability exponentially close to 1 only grows polynomially with the number of qubits n.
There is a second, deterministic procedure to construct the Prime state. The basic ingredient remains the use of a
primality operator with the difference that such operator is called an oracle and acts as
Uoracle|x〉 = (−1)χpi(x)|x〉 , (10)
where χpi(x) = 1 for prime numbers and 0 otherwise (χpi(x) is the characteristic function for primes). That is, Uoracle
corresponds to a primality quantum oracle that can act on a superposition of states changing the sign of only prime
states. Following the standard analysis of Grover’s algorithm, the Prime state can be obtained using k calls to the
oracle, where in our case
k =
pi
4
√
N
M
∼ √n . (11)
where M is the number of states that change sign upon the action of the oracle. In our case M = pi(N), thus√
N/M ∼ √n. Grover’s construction is particularly powerful, as a Prime state of 100 qubits would only need 7 calls
to the quantum primality oracle.
Both construction techniques, the first based on probabilistic measurements and the second on deterministic action
of an oracle, show that the Prime state can be efficiently created on a quantum computer.
B. Primality quantum oracle
Both the probabilistic and the deterministic constructions of the Prime state make use of the possibility of checking
primality on a superposition states. This is tantamount to transform a classical primality test into a quantum circuit.
4It is very fortunate that primality check was proven to be in class P [85]. This means that deciding whether a number
is prime or not can be determined efficiently on a classical computer, as proven in Ref. [85].
An explicit circuit for a primality quantum oracle was proposed in Ref. [55]. There, rather than using the intricate
algorithm from [85], it was proposed to create a quantum version of the Rabin-Miller primality test [86]. Such a
test works as follows. Let us consider the problem of determining whether x is prime or composite. First we write
x− 1 = d 2s, where d is odd. We then choose a witness a, 1 ≤ a ≤ x and compute
ad 6≡ 1 (mod x) (12)
a2
rd 6≡ −1 (mod x) 0 ≤ r ≤ s− 1.
If all these tests are verified, x is declared composite. However if any of these tests fails, then x can be either prime
or composite so that no decision can be taken. The witness a is then called a strong liar to x. The difficulty to use
this kind of test emerges from the fact that prime numbers are not certified with certainty but only probabilistically.
The way to solve the problem of strong liars is to repeat the test with different witnesses, so that the probability
to be deceived by strong liars vanishes. Assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, the Miller-Rabin test is
deterministic using less than log2 x witnesses. For instance, all numbers below x < 3 1014 can be correctly classified
as prime or composite using as witnesses a = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17.
The detailed construction of a quantum oracle based on the primality Rabin-Miller test is presented in Ref. [55].
The computational cost of the oracle only grows as n6, which remains polinomial and, thus, efficient.
C. Verification of Riemann Hypothesis
The algorithm we have presented to construct the Prime state using a primality quantum oracle can be modified
to perform a verification of Riemann Hypothesis. The idea is to entangle the calls to the oracle with a set of ancillas.
Then, a Quantum Fourier transform is performed on these ancillas providing a measurement of the total amount of
states that verify the oracle condition. The structure of this Quantum Counting algorithm was introduced in Ref.
[87].
We here need not repeat the details of the Quantum Counting algorithm, it is enough to recall the main result. We
are interested in counting the number of solutions of the primality oracle, that is M = pi(N), with a bounded error.
The Quantum Counting algorithm produces an estimate M˜ = piQM (N) to the actual number of solutions M to the
oracle such that ∣∣∣M˜ −M ∣∣∣ < 2pi
c
M1/2 +
pi2
c2
, (13)
where c is a constant, using only cN1/2 calls to the oracle. The relevant fact is that using the PNT our quantum
algorithm can verify the prime counting function with an accuracy
|piQM (N)− pi(N)| < 2pi
c
N1/2
log1/2N
(14)
where piQM (N) is the result of the quantum computation which only needs c
√
N calls to the oracle and uses O(n =
log(N)) space allocation. Note that the accuracy needed for the verification of the Riemann Hypothesis should be
smaller than N1/2 logN . Therefore, quantum counting on the Prime state is indeed sufficient to verify departures
from the Riemann Hypothesis.
Let us now show that our quantum counting algorithm outperforms other classical strategies. First of all, let us
consider a brute force random generator of numbers checked by classical primality checks. Successive use of this
strategy would deliver an estimator pˆi(N) for the real pi(N) and an estimator for its variance Vˆar. To first order the
observed distribution of primes among all numbers can be thought as a binomial distribution, giving the output 0 for
primes and 1 for composites, with a binomial probability for the former to be p = pi(N)/N ∼ 1/n. This approximate
binomial distribution should be corrected for the fact that primes get scarcer as the numbers grow. Nevertheless we
can go ahead with this approach, an try an estimator pˆ of p checking primality on k numbers smaller than N . Then
the estimator pˆ is made out of the total number of primes kp found in the set of k numbers, pˆ = kp/k. The relevant
point is that the estimator for the variance is
ˆV ar =
pˆ(1− pˆ)
k
=
kp(1− kp/k)
k2
. (15)
5Thus, this classical randomized strategy would beat the precision needed for verifying the Riemann Hypothesis if N
numbers are tried, so that
pˆ±
√
pˆ(1− pˆ)
k
k=N−→ pˆi(N)±
√
N
logN
(16)
Yet, in the case where only k ∼ √N calls are made, the reduction of the variance is softer, leaving an error of the order
of N3/4/ logN , which is insufficient to verify the Riemann Hypothesis. This shows that quantum counting speeds up
the computation of the fluctuations of pi(N) around Li(N).
We can also compare the quantum counting approach to the best known classical algorithms to obtain pi(N) as
proposed by Lagarias, Miller, and Odlyzko [88]. This algorithm uses N2/3 bit operations and the storage needed
grows as N1/3, where both scaling costs have log corrections. Lagarias and Odlyzko have also proposed two analytic
pi(N)-algorithms based on the Riemann zeta function, whose order in time and space are N3/5+ ( > 0) and N 
in one case, and N1/2+ and N1/4+ in the other case [89], but none of these algorithms have been implemented
numerically. Classically, it is possible to find other algorithms that trade space with time, yet the product of time
and memory is always bigger than order N1/2. Hence the power of the quantum counting piQM (N), given by Eq.(14).
D. Determination of Skewes number
As far as exact computations have been performed, Li(N) > pi(N) for N < 1025 (see [90]). It is known that
Li(N) − pi(N) must change sign infinitely many times, but it is not known at which value of N0 the first change of
sign will take place. A bound on this quantity is N0 ∼ e729, which is called Skewes number. Classical computers can
handle less than a hundred bits, so they cannot address this problem.
Let us now argue that a quantum computer could bound the position of the change of sign if the fluctuation which
is taking place is large enough. We can again resort to the Quantum Counting algorithm and explore the possibility
to play with the relation between its precision and the goal of the computation. In the case of determining Skewes
number, it is necessary to measure the sign of Li(N) − pi(N). As an example, let us consider that a fluctuation has
made pi(N) − Li(N) > √N , that is the sign has changed and a large fluctuation is present. Then, the algorithm
presented above is sufficient to determine this fluctuation since the expected accuracy goes as
√
N/ lnN using
√
(N)
calls to the oracle. If fluctuations are smaller, the original quantum counting algorithm can be adjusted. Indeed to
obtain an increasing accuracy
|piQM (N)− pi(N)| < 2pi
c
√
piQM (N) +
pi2
c2
, (17)
it is necessary to make a total of c
√
N calls to the oracle. The larger is c, the better the distance of Li(N) to pi(N)
can be discriminated.
E. Twin primes
The Prime state can be used to generate other derived states of relevance. As an instance, let us consider the case
of twin primes. A state made with the superposition of twin primes is easily created using a measurement procedure
as the one sketch for the construction of the Prime state itself. We first need to create a Prime state and, then, a
global addition of 2 is made on the register
U+2|IP(n)〉 = 1√
pi(2n)
∑
p∈primes
|p+ 2〉. (18)
We then act with the primality operator
Uprimality
1√
pi(2n)
∑
p∈primes
|p+ 2〉|0〉 (19)
=
1√
pi(2n)
 ∑
(p,p+2)∈primes
|p+ 2〉|0〉+
∑
p+2∈composite
|p+ 2〉|1〉
 .
6A measurement on the ancilla with result 0 will essentially deliver the Twin Prime state (only substracting 2 to every
state is necessary)
|IP2(n)〉 =
1√
pi2(2n)
∑
(p,p+2)∈primes
|p〉, (20)
where pi2(2
n) is the counting function of twin primes below 2n. The probability for the whole algorithm to produce
the Twin Prime state from the original product state is 1/n2, according to the conjecture by Hardy-Littlewood [65],
which remains an efficient process.
Similar algorithms can be put forward to create superpositions of any sub-series of primes, including those of the
form p = a+ bk, (p, p+ 2, p+ 6), etc, as described in subsection III.B. All these constructions can be also viewed as
slight modifications of the original algorithm for the Prime state and remain efficient.
III. ENTANGLEMENT OF THE PRIME STATE
The entanglement properties of the Prime state can be analyzed considering partitions of the quantum register in
two sets A and B. Then, the correlations between the two subsystems A and B can be quantified using different
figures of merit. Here, we shall consider measures of correlations such as purity and entropies of entanglement that
we shall first define. Genuine multipartite entanglement measures are not available for states with a large number of
qubits.
A. Figures of merit of entanglement
To study the entanglement of the prime state in Eq. (1) we split the n ≥ 2 qubits into two disjoint sets A and B,
where A contains the lowest m qubits and B the remaining m′ = n−m qubits (we take m ∈ [1, n− 1], so that A and
B are not empty sets). This partition amounts to the decomposition of a prime number p as
p = a+ 2mb, (21)
a = p02
0 + p12
1 + . . . pm−12m−1, b = pm20 + pm+121 + . . . pn−12m
′−1,
and correspondingly, the state in Eq. (1) becomes
|IPn〉 =
1√
pi(N)
∑
a<2m,b<2m′
ψb,a |b〉 ⊗ |a〉, (22)
ψb,a =
{
1, if a+ 2mb : prime
0, else
.
The density matrix associated to the pure state in Eq. (22) is the projector
|IPn〉〈IPn| =
1
pi(N)
∑
a,a′<2m,b,b′<2m′
ψb,aψb′,a′ |b〉〈b′| ⊗ |a〉〈a′|. (23)
The reduced density matrices ρA and ρB are defined as the traces of Eq. (23) over the complementary Hilbert
subspaces, namely
ρA = TrB |IPn〉〈IPn| =
∑
a,a′<2m
ρAa,a′ |a〉〈a′|, (24)
ρB = TrA |IPn〉〈IPn| =
∑
b,b′<2m′
ρBb,b′ |b〉〈b′|.
ρA and ρB and real symmetric matrices and satisfy the normalization conditions TrA ρA = TrB ρB = 1, that come
from the normalization of the original state in Eq. (22). The corresponding matrix elements are given by
7ρAa,a′ =
1
pi(N)
∑
b<2m′
ψb,a ψb,a′ , ρ
B
b,b′ =
1
pi(N)
∑
a<2m
ψb,a ψb′,a. (25)
A generic property of reduced density matrices ρA and ρB constructed from a pure state is that their eigenvalues λi
are the same (in the case where ρA and ρB have different dimensions, the latter statement holds for the non zero
eigenvalues). The set λi, fully characterizes the bi-partite entanglement between the blocks A and B, and satisfy the
conditions λi ∈ [0, 1] and
∑
i λi = 1, as follows from the properties of ρA,B . A figure of merit of entanglement is given
by the von Neumann entropy (or entanglement entropy) of the density matrix ρA (or ρB)
SA = −TrA ρA log ρA = −
∑
i
λi log λi. (26)
Other measures of entanglement are provided by the Renyi entropies
S
(n)
A =
1
1− n log TrAρ
n
A =
1
1− n log
∑
i
λni , (27)
where n is a positive integer. In some cases, as in Conformal Field Theory, one can compute S
(n)
A by a replica trick
and make an analytic extension in n, so that the entanglement entropy can be obtained in the limit [91–93]
SA = lim
n→1
S
(n)
A . (28)
The entanglement entropy is a most relevant quantity that characterizes bipartite entanglement, but a more detailed
characterization is encoded in the set of λ′is, or alternatively in the so called entanglement spectrum εi = − log λi,
that can be thought of as fictitious eigenenergies of a Hamiltonian HE defined as ρA = e
−HE [94].
Eqs. (22) and (25) show that the density matrices ρA,B should contain information about the way prime numbers
are built up and about their correlations. To give their explicit expression we need to introduce several number
theoretical functions.
B. Review of prime number functions and theorems
Let us now review some relevant functions that appear along the study of prime numbers, as the entanglement
properties of the Prime state will end up relating them. Consider an arithmetic progression of the form an+ b (n =
0, 1, . . . ), where a and b are coprime numbers, that is, their greatest common divisor is 1 (gcd(a, b) = 1). A famous
theorem due to Dirichlet states the existence of an infinite number of primes for each of these progressions [1, 2]. The
number of primes of the form an+ b, with a and b coprimes, is denoted as pia,b(x),
pia,b(x) = #{p = an+ b ≤ x, p : prime, gcd(a, b) = 1}. (29)
The number of arithmetic progressions of this form is given by the Euler totient function φ(a) that is the number of
coprime divisors of a, that is, the b’s in Eq. (29). The counting function pia,b(x), satisfies a version of the PNT given
by
pia,b(x) ' 1
φ(a)
Li(x)→ 1
φ(a)
x
log x
, x→∞, (30)
which means that the prime numbers are equally distributed, in average, among the progressions an + b. As an
example, take a = 4, whose coprime divisors are 1 and 3, that is φ(4) = 2. Hence, Eq.(30) implies that the series
4n+ 1 and 4n+ 3 contain, asymptotically, half of the total number of primes.
The previous definitions concern average properties of the primes regarded as elements of infinite progressions.
However, despite the fact that the prime numbers are random objects subjected to average laws, there exists corre-
lations between them. In particular, the pairwise distribution of primes is described by the function pi2(k, x), that
counts the number of primes p ≤ x such that p+ k is also a prime
8pi2(k, x) = #{p, p ≤ x, p, p+ k : primes}. (31)
The case k = 2 gives the counting function of twin primes. Hardy and Littlewood conjectured the asymptotic behavior
of pi2(k, x) [65]
pi2(k, x) ∼ C(k)Li2(x)→ C(k) x
log2 x
, x→∞, (32)
where Li2(x) =
∫ x
2
dt/ log2 t, and C(k) are the Hardy-Littlewood constants
C(k) = 0 (k : odd), C(k) = C2
∏
p>2,p|k
(
p− 1
p− 2
)
(k : even), (33)
with
C2 = C(2) = 2
∏
q>2
(
1− 1
(q − 1)2
)
= 2× 0.6601618158.. (34)
The q-product in Eq.(34) runs over all odd primes and the p-product in Eq. (33) runs over all prime divisors of k
except 2. C2/2 is called the twin prime constant and has been computed with more than 40 decimals. A beautiful
heuristic derivation of this result was found by Keating [22], who also derived the asymptotic behavior of the function
C(k), that in turn was important to obtain the GUE statistics of the Riemann zeros from the theory of Quantum
Chaos (see Appendix A3).
In the study of entanglement of the Prime state, we have to deal with pairwise correlations among arithmetic
progressions, that leads us to another definition. Let us consider two arithmetic progressions an + b and an′ + b′,
where a is coprime to b and b′ (b and b′ does not have to be coprimes among them). We shall define pia;b,b′(x) as
the number of prime pairs of the form an+ b and an+ b′ (same n), which are less or equal to x (see [28] for similar
functions)
pia;b,b′(x) = #{(p, p′), p = an+ b, p′ = an+ b′, p, p′ : primes, p, p′ ≤ x, b 6= b′, gcd(a, b) = gcd(a, b′) = 1}. (35)
The pairs (p, p′) differ in |b− b′|, but not all the pairs that differ in that quantity contribute to pia;b,b′(x), because they
may not be of the form (p = an+ b, p′ = an+ b′). In appendix A1, we give an example. We have found numerically
the following asymptotic behavior of pia,b,b′(x) (see Appendix A2)
pia;b,b′(x)→ C(|b− b
′|)
φ(a)
Li2(x), x→∞, (36)
that is a combination of Eqs.(30) and (32). Indeed, the denominator φ(a) comes from the fact that one is dealing
with arithmetic series modulo a, while the remaining term comes from having two primes separated by k = |b − b′|.
Note that k is always even because b, b′ are both odd.
C. The density matrix ρA
Equipped with the previous definitions we now embark into the task of expressing the density matrix ρA (Eq. (25))
in terms of the number theoretical functions χpi(a), pi(x), pia,b(x), pia;b,b′(x). The derivation is a bit technical and is
left to Appendix A1. Here we state the main results. ρA is a matrix of dimension M = 2
m, where m is the number of
qubits in A. The indices of ρAa,a′ are given an even/odd order, that is a = (0, 2, . . . , 2
m − 2; 1, 3, . . . , 2m − 1), so that
ρA has the block structure
ρAa,a′ =
1
pi(N)
(
δa,2δa′,2 δa,2 χpi(a
′)
δa′,2 χpi(a) δa,a′piM,a(N) + (1− δa,a′)piM ;a,a′(N)
)
. (37)
One can verify that
9tr ρA =
1
pi(N)
(
1 +
∑
a:odd
piM,a(N)
)
= 1, (38)
which follows from the fact that prime numbers less or equal to N are either 2, or of the form a + Mb, with a an
odd number less than M . Eq. (37) shows that ρAa,a′ vanishes if a and a
′ are even numbers different from 2. We shall
then define a truncated matrix ρˆA of dimension Mˆ = 2
m−1 + 1, which carries the same information as ρA, and whose
labels are a = (2, odd), with the odd values in the interval [1, 2m − 1],
ρˆAa,a′ =
1
pi(N)
(
1 χpi(a
′)
χpi(a) δa,a′piM,a(N) + (1− δa,a′)piM ;a,a′(N)
)
. (39)
In the limit N  1 the contribution of a = 2 to the entanglement is negligible, so we can drop it and restrict ourselves
to the density matrix involving the odd values of a = 1, 3, . . . ,M − 1
ρoddA;a,a′ ≡
1
pi(N)− 1(δa,a′piM,a(N) + (1− δa,a′)piM ;a,a′(N)), a, a
′ = 1, 3, . . . ,M − 1, (40)
that satisfies the normalization condition tr ρoddA = 1. In fact, Eq.(40) is the density matrix of a state formed by
the superposition of odd prime numbers, that is, the odd prime state (note the change of the denominator pi(N) in
Eq.(39), for pi(N) − 1 in Eq.(40), that does not modify the large asymptotic behavior of ρˆA). In the limit N  ∞,
Eqs.(4), (30) and (36) imply
pi(N)→ Li(N), piM,a → 1
φ(M)
Li(N), piM ;a,a′ → C(|a− a
′|)
φ(M)
Li2(N), N →∞, (41)
hence
ρ˜oddA;a,a′ →
1
φ(M)
(
δa,a′ + (1− δa,a′)Li2(N)
Li(N)
C(|a− a′|)
)
, a, a′ = 1, 3, . . . ,M − 1. (42)
The coprime divisors of M = 2m are the odd numbers a = 1, 3, . . . ,M−1, so φ(M) = 2m−1. To simplify the notations
we shall write the labels of ρ˜oddA;a,a′ as
a = 2i− 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , d = 2m−1 (43)
and define
`N ≡ Li2(N)
Li(N)
→ 1
logN
=
1
n log 2
, N →∞. (44)
Eq. (42) implies that ρ˜oddA;a,a′ approaches asymptotically the matrix
ρ¯A;i,j ≡ 1
d
(δi,j + (1− δi,j)`NC(2|i− j|)) , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , d, (45)
whose diagonal entries are equal to 1/d and off diagonal entries are given by the Hardy-Littlewood function C(k)
(Eq.(33)). Therefore, in the asymptotic limit N →∞, the bipartite entanglement of the prime state is encoded into
the pairwise distribution of prime numbers. Indeed, suppose that the prime numbers were pairwise uncorrelated,
which amounts to the equation C(k) = 1 (see Appendix A3). In this were so, the eigenvalues of Eq. (45) would
consist of a dominant value λ1, and d− 1 degenerated values λi (i = 2, . . . , d) (see Appendix A4),
If C(k) = 1 =⇒ λ1 = 1 + `N (d− 1)
d
, λi =
1− `N
d
(i = 2, . . . , d). (46)
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In the limit d 1, i.e. m 1, the Renyi entropies are controlled by the largest eigenvalue λ1,
tr ρ¯αA ' `αN →
1
(n log 2)α
, S(α) ' α
1− α log `N '
α
α− 1 log(n log 2), (47)
while the von Neumann entropy is controlled by the degenerate eigenvalues
SA ' (1− `N ) log d→
(
1− 1
n log 2
)
(m− 1) log 2 + . . . (48)
that in the large n limit converges towards the highest entropy of a system with d states, that is log d. Hence, the
absence of correlations between the primes would yield a density matrix with no information at all, that is purely
random [63]. However the primes are pairwise correlated, and the amount of correlation can be measured by the von
Neumann and Renyi entropies of the density matrix in Eq. (45). More concretely, let us write Eq. (45) as
ρ¯A =
1
d
(1+ `NCm) (49)
where Cm is the Toeplitz matrix constructed with C(2k),
(Cm)i,j = (1− δi,j)C(2|i− j|), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , d = 2m−1. (50)
The Renyi entropies in Eq. (27), associated to Eq. (49) can then be computed from the traces of the powers of Cm,
Tr ρ¯αA =
1
dα
(
d+
α∑
r=2
(
α
r
)
`rN TrC
r
m
)
(51)
where we use that Cm is traceless. Eq. (49) can be used to express Cm in terms of ρ¯A and the identity matrix, and
then TrCrm can be obtained as a combination of Tr ρ¯
α
A, with α ≤ r. The computation of the entanglement entropy
SA is rather complicate since it requires the knowledge of the eigenvalues of Cm.
D. Renyi-2 entropy/Purity
Let us consider the Renyi entropy S
(2)
A , or equivalently the purity Tr ρ
2
A. The exact expression can be obtained
from Eq. (37) or Eq. (39),
PA ≡ TrA ρ2A =
1
pi2(N)
2pi(M)− 1 +∑
a
pi2M,a(N) +
∑
a6=a′
pi2M ;a,a′(N)
 . (52)
while for the density matrix (49) one has
P¯A ≡ TrA ρ¯2A =
1
d2
d+ `2N d∑
i6=j
C2(2|i− j|)
 . (53)
The asymptotic behavior of the sum is derived in Appendix A3 (see Eq.(138)),
d∑
i6=j
C2(2|i− j|) ' 2α
2
α2
d2, d→∞, (54)
where
11
2α2
α2
= 4
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
(p− 1)3
)
= 4.60192... (55)
which leads to
TrA ρ¯
2
A ∼
2α2/α2
(n log 2)2
, n = 2m 1, (56)
If the prime numbers where uncorrelated, the constant in the numerator of Eq. (56) would be equal to 1 (take α = 2
in Eq.(47)). That this is not the case is a signature of correlations in the primes. The appearance of the denominator
(p− 1)3 in Eq.(55) is related to the fact that in a bipartition A/B, one has to consider triplets of primes, say p, q, r,
that are split into pq and pr (see Appendix A3). This fact suggests that Eq. (55) is another measure of correlation
among prime number analogue to the twin prime constant C2/2.
Fig. 1 shows the numerical results for PA, P¯A and PA − P¯A for an equal bipartition with n = 2m with n = 8 up to
to 30. Notice that the PA − P¯A decreases for increasing values of n, that confirms the accuracy of the approximation
of ρA by ρ¯A.
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n
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P
-
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FIG. 1: Purity as a measure of entanglement for the Prime state. Left: Purity for n = 8− 30 computed with the exact density
matrix ρA in Eq. (37) (red on line) and the density matrix ρ¯A in Eq. (49) (blue of line). Right: difference P¯A − PA.
E. Numerical results for the von Neumann entanglement entropy
The von Neumann entropy provides a figure of merit for quantifying entanglement which has extensive used in other
quantum contexts, as in the fields of Condensed Matter or of black hole physics. Quite remarkably, it has proven
to be an adequate instrument to analyze the entanglement of the ground state of spin Hamiltonians and it is used
to detect and classify quantum phase transitions. In such situations, the scaling of the von Neumann entropy with
the size of the system obeys the so-called ”area law”. A similar behavior is encountered in particle physics and in
the holographic description of black holes. Furthermore, the von Neumann entropy has an operational meaning. It
describes the number of singlets that can be distilled from a given state as the available copies of that state go to
infinity. It is, thus, natural to investigate how much entropy of entanglement is carried by the Prime state.
From a technical point of view, the von Neumann entropy is difficult to calculate. The fact that we need to compute
a logarithm of the reduced density matrix makes an analytical approach not at all trivial. Here, we shall present
numerical results on this entanglement entropy for the Prime state up to n = 30. To be precise, we consider the
Prime state at different values of n, n = 4, . . . , 30 and shall take its bi-partitions. Given a bi-partition, we compute
the reduced density matrix for such a partition and then compute its associated von Neumann entropy.
Our main numerical result on the von Neumann entropy of the Prime state |IPn〉 is the scaling it shows as n
increases. This is shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the actual results and a best fit to a line, S(n) = αn/2 + β. We
find that the slope of this best fit is α = .886(1). Note that the absolute maximal entanglement would correspond
to the maximum possible slope α = 1. It follows that the Prime state seems to present maximal scaling, which is
proportional to n, with a coefficient which is less than 1. As in the case of the Renyi -2 entropy, we interpret this
result as being due to the existence of correlations in the primes. In section III C we obtain an analytic estimate of
the constant α, based on the entanglement spectrum of the density matrix ρ¯A.
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infinite non-critical spin chains S ∼ c
6
log ξ, ξ correlation length
critical spin chains, block of size L S ∼ c
3
log  L
2D systems, square of size L S ∼ L
Prime state of n-bits S ∼ αn/2, α ∼ .886(1)
maximally entangled states S ∼ n/2
TABLE I: Scaling of von Neumann entropy for different quantum systems. In the case of spin chains, c is the central charge of
the underlying CFT.
Let us emphasize that it is expected that the Prime state should carry very large entanglement. If this were not the
case, we could apply standard efficient techniques like Matrix Product States to handle its properties (for a review see
[95]). The fact that the Prime state is so highly entangled is just preventing the applicability of some powerful tools
which are useful on standard physical systems. To have a better understanding of this point, we compare in Table I
the known scaling of entanglement in different systems.
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
n
2
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8
10
12
S
-
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8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
n
-0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.2
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-
A - SA
FIG. 2: Von Neumann entropy as a measure of entanglement for the Prime state. Left: Entanglement entropy for n = 8− 30
computed with the exact density matrix ρA (red on line) and the approximation Eq. (49) (blue of line). Right: differences
SA − S¯A.
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20
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FIG. 3: Histogram showing the entanglement entropy of 1000 random partitions of the Prime state with n = 20 quits (the
abscissa corresponds to the entropy). The right-most point, with largest entropy, corresponds to the natural partition.
The interpretations of large classical and quantum entropies are related to surprise. We may rephrase the maximal
scaling of entanglement in the following way. Suppose that we know the first n/2 digits of a prime. Then, knowing
the second n/2 digits provides a classical surprise which is almost maximal. Then, let us think of the quantum
superposition of primes. The correlation between all the first n/2 digits and the rest is almost maximal. We cannot
disentangle the first and second part of the register.
Let us now turn to the study of different partitions of the Prime state. We consider random bi-partitions of the
Prime state which need not be sequential, that is the party A is made out of n/2 qubits, randomly chosen out of the n
available ones. Fig.3 shows the von Neumann entropy for large sets of bi-partitions of n = 20 qubits. It is remarkable
that the maximum entropy is found for the natural partition of the Prime state. This fact is systematically observed
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n S(prime) S(twin prime)
10 3.1900 3.3450
12 4.0220 4.5221
14 4.8993 5.4438
16 5.7872 6.4812
18 6.6748 7.4908
20 7.5574 8.4834
22 8.4428 9.4796
24 9.3301 10.4729
26 10.2159 11.4644
28 11.1018 12.4551
30 11.9876
TABLE II: Comparison between the von Neumann entropy for the Prime state and the Twin Prime state. The Twin Prime
state carries more correlation than primes.
for all values of n we have been able to checked. It is unclear if this is a fundamental fact about the distribution of
primes. A similar result is obtained if purity is analyzed. Again the natural partition shows more entanglement than
any other one.
F. Majorization of twin primes by primes
Twin primes form a series which has been thoroughly analyzed in Number Theory. It was shown in section II that
a Twin Prime quantum state can be constructed using the same technology as for the Prime state. We may as well
ask whether the Twin Prime state is more or less entangled than the Prime state. The answer to this question is
shown in Table II.
The Twin Prime state appears to carry more entanglement than the Prime state. This is somewhat reasonable.
Twin primes are more scarce than primes, N/ log2N as compare to N/ logN . Yet, the maximum of entropy requires
only N1/2 superpositions, which is far less than the actual number of twin primes. It seems that the more dilute twin
primes are then enough to carry more surprise in their appearances.
We may now wonder whether the probability density described by the entanglement spectrum of the Prime state,
λ
(p)
i with i = 1, . . . , 2
n/2, is strongly ordered with respect to the equivalent entanglement spectrum in the Twin Prime
state, λ
(p,p+2)
i with i = 1, . . . , 2
n/2. This is indeed the case. It is easy to verify that for large n the following 2n/2
relations hold
λ
(p)
1 > λ
(p,p+2)
1
λ
(p)
1 + λ
(p)
2 > λ
(p,p+2)1 + λ
(p,p+2)
2
. . . . . .
λ
(p)
1 + . . .+ λ
(p)
2n/2
> λ
(p,p+2)
1 + . . .+ λ
(p,p+2)
2n/2
. (57)
Thus, the Prime state spectrum majorizes the Twin Prime spectrum
~λ(p,p+2) ≺ ~λ(p). (58)
This is remarkable sense of order usually named majorization. From an operational point of view, majorization is
stated about the possibility of connecting quantum states using Local Operations and Classical Communication. In
our case, the general theorems mean that if two parties A and B can carry unitaries on their local part of a quantum
state and can also communicate classically, then the Twin Prime state can be transformed into the Prime state. This
is a consequence of the majorization relations that they obey.
We have further explored whether there are majorization relations for triples of primes, those with the form
(p, p+ 2, p+ 6) or (p, p+ 4, p+ 6). We have analyzed the first of these cases and found again a relation of majorization
~λ(p,p+2,p+6) ≺ ~λ(p,p+2) ≺ ~λ(p). (59)
if n is sufficiently large. At small n the fluctuations of primes do spoil the majorization relation, but this transient
situation goes away monotonically as n grows.
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It is tantalizing to conjecture that an infinite series of majorization relations, that is a deep sense of ordering, settles
in the set of subseries of primes. The more sparse sub-series of primes will typically majorize the denser ones.
IV. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION TO THE ENTANGLEMENT SPECTRUM
The different measures of entanglement we have computed for the Prime state are ultimately based on the precise
distribution of eigenvalues of its Schmidt decomposition. As a matter of fact, the spacing and degeneracy of these
eigenvalues contain deep information on the quantum correlations of the state. We shall shortly show that the detailed
analysis of this spectrum of eigenvalues hints at an analytical approximation to the entanglement properties of the
Prime state, that we shall later exploit.
The entanglement spectrum of the density matrix ρA is defined in terms of its eigenvalues λi as follows
εi = − log λi, i = 1, . . . , 2m, (60)
and they are the eigenvalues of the entanglement Hamiltonian HE defined as ρA = e
−HE . The states with lowest
entanglement energy are therefore those with highest values of λi. This definition was introduced in the context of the
Fractional Quantum Hall effect, where the low energy entanglement spectrum of the ground state, at several filling
fractions, was shown to correspond to the Conformal Field Theory that describes the physical edge excitations of
the system [94]. This result suggests a bulk-edge correspondence in strongly correlated many-body systems that is
reminiscent to the holographic principle in String Theory.
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FIG. 4: Entanglement spectrum for n = 30. It is plotted the lowest 89 states. Left: EE’s of ρA (red on line). Right: EE’s of
ρ¯A (blue on line). Right: Superposition of EE of ρA and ρ¯A.
We have computed the entanglement spectrum of the Prime state using the exact density matrix ρA of Eq. (37)
and the approximation ρ¯A of Eq. (45). Fig. 4 shows the lowest 89 states for n = 30 qubits with a bipartition
m = n/2 = 15. We first notice that the exact and the approximated values of εi agree rather well, specially in the low
energy part, and that the agreement improves increasing the number of qubits n. The more interesting feature is the
appearance of nearly degenerated energy eigenstates, particularly visible for ρ¯A. We shall now obtain an analytical
approximation to these eigenvalues and their degeneracies.
Note that the relation in Eq. (49) implies that the degeneracy in the entanglement spectrum must be originated in
the eigenvalues γi of the matrix C. In our case, we work with a finite amount of primes, so that we have Cm, where
m = n/2, that approaches C as the number of qubits in the Prime state goes to infinity. The lowest eigenvalue, γ0,
is unique but the positive higher eigenvalues γi (i ≥ 1) have a degeneracy 2i and are given by
γ0 = 2
m, γi =
2m
(2i)2
(i = 1, 2, . . . , km), (61)
where the value of km associated to the largest eigenvalue will be computed shortly. Fig. 5 shows a numerical check
of this relation as a function of the number of qubits m of the block A. Eqs.(49) and (61), imply the following
approximation for the eigenvalues of the density matrix ρ¯A,
λ0 = 2
1−m(1 + `N2m), λi = 21−m
(
1 + `N
2m
(2i)2
)
(i = 1, 2, . . . , km), (62)
where `N is given by eq.(44) with n = 2m. To fix the value of km we shall impose the normalization of the density
matrix ρ¯A, that is
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FIG. 5: Verification of the relation (61) for the eigenvalues of the matrix Cm as a function of m = 7, . . . , 15. From top to
bottom we plot γ0, γ1, . . . , γ5. Notice that the relation becomes exact in the limit m→∞.
λ0 +
km∑
i=1
2i λi = 1, (63)
which for large values of m yields
km ' κ0 2m/2(1− β/m), κ0 =
√
3
8
, κ1 = 1.0035.. (64)
The matrix Cm is traceless, so there are negative eigenvalues whose sum compensates the sum of the positive eigen-
values in Eq. (61). The magnitude of the former ones is small which implies that the corresponding eigenvalues of ρ¯A
will also be small. We shall show below that the positive eigenvalues (61) dominate the traces of the powers of the
matrix Cm, and consequently the Renyi and von Neumann entropies. Let us first compute
TrCsm ≈ γs0 +
km∑
i=1
2i γsi = 2
ms
(
1 +
km∑
i=1
1
(2i)2s−1
)
m→∞−−−→ 2ms
(
1 +
ζ(2s− 1)
22s−1
)
, s > 1. (65)
where we took the limit m→∞ in the sum, which gives rise to the Riemann zeta function ζ(2s− 1). Notice that the
series diverges if s→ 1 because we have dropped the negative eigenvalues. For s = 2, one obtains
TrC2m
m→∞−−−→ 22m
(
1 +
ζ(3)
8
)
= 22m × 1.15026.. (66)
which agrees to order 10−4 with the exact asymptotic expression of Eq. (54) derived in Appendix A3
TrC2m
m→∞−−−→ 22m
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
(p− 1)3
)
= 22m × 1.15048... (67)
Based on this numerical result we conjecture the following asymptotic formula for any s ≥ 2,
TrCsm
m→∞−−−→ 2ms
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
(p− 1)2s−1
)
. (68)
The difference between (68) and (65) is
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
(p− 1)2s−1
)
=
(
1 +
ζ(2s− 1)
22s−1
)
+
1
122s−1
− 1
142s−1
+ . . . , (69)
that for s = 3 explains the proximity of the constants in Eqs. (66) and (67). Let us note that the zeta function term
approximates exponentially well the infinite product over primes. In table III we compare Eqs. (68) and (65) with
the numerical results obtained by extrapolating TrCsm for m = 9, . . . , 15.
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s 1 + ζ(2s−1)
22s−1
∏
p>2(1 + (p− 1)1−2s) limm→∞ 2−msTr C2d
2 1.15025711 1.15048076 1.15048162
3 1.03240399 1.03240618 1.03241334
4 1.00787772 1.00787774 1.00788749
5 1.00195704 1.00195704 1.00197171
TABLE III: Comparison of limm→∞ 2−msTr C2m computed with Eqs. (65), (68) and the numerical values obtained with the fit
formula a0 + 2
−m∑3
j=0 ajm
j with m = 9, . . . , 15.
To calculate the entanglement entropy we use Eq.(62) and replace the sum over the eigenvalues by an integral
SA ≈ −(λ0 log λ0 +
km∑
i=1
2iλi log λi) (70)
≈ −
∫ km
1
dxx 22−m
(
1 +
`N2
m−2
x2
)
log
[
21−m
(
1 +
`N2
m−2
x2
)]
.
Then computing the two leading terms in the asymptotic limit m→∞ we obtain an analytical approximation to the
von Neumann entropy
SA
m→∞−−−→ 7
8
m+
1
4
logm+ cte, m→∞. (71)
For other values of the parameter κ0, giving km in Eq.(64), the constant of the linear term in (70) is given by
(1 + 16κ20)/8, that becomes 7/8 = 0.875 for κ0 =
√
3/8. Observe that the latter constant is close to the numerical
value 0.886(1) obtained from the spectrum of the density matrix ρA up to sizes m = 15 (n = 30) given in Table I.
V. NOVEL NUMBER THEORETICAL STATES
The prime state can be generalized to many other states associated to arithmetic functions. Consider for example
the Moebius function µ(n). Factorizing n into products of primes, n = pr11 . . . p
rs
s , then µ(n) = 0 if n contains a prime
to a power greater than one, ∃ i, ri > 1, and if n is the product of s distinct primes, ri = 1, ∀i, then µ(n) = (−1)s,
n = pr11 . . . p
rs
s , µ(n) =

(−1)r1+···+rs if r1 = · · · = rs = 1,
1 n = 1,
0 else
. (72)
The Moebius state shall be defined as
|µn〉 = 1√
Cµ,n
∑
a<2n
µ(a) |a〉, Cµ,n =
∑
a<2n
|µ(a)|, (73)
where Cµ,n ensures that 〈µn|µn〉 = 1. This constant can be estimated using the quantum counting protocol employed
to compute pi(2N ) [55]. The similarity between the prime state of Eq. (1) and the Moebius state of Eq. (73) is made
manifest writing Eq. (1) in terms of the characteristic function χpi
|IPn〉 =
1√
pi(2n)
∑
a<2n
χpi(a)|a〉, pi(2n) =
∑
a<2n
χpi(a). (74)
The Moebius state encodes quantum mechanically the information contained in µ(n). As in the case of the Prime
state one can extract part of this information performing measurements. An example of this method is provided by
the Mertens function [1]
M(n) =
∑
a≤n
µ(a), n = 1, 2, . . . (75)
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M(2n) can be measured projecting the Moebius state into the Hadamard state of n qubits
|Hn〉 = 1
2n/2
∑
a<2n
|a〉, (76)
that gives
〈Hn|µn〉 = 1
2n/2C
1/2
n
M(2n). (77)
The constant Cµ,n is known from quantum counting so M(2
n) can be determined within some error inherent to
quantum measurements. The Riemann hypothesis implies that |M(x)| = O(x 12+), ∀ > 0 [96], so one could try to
verify its validity, as was explained in section II C using the Prime state.
In previous sections we have shown that the Prime state contains a high degree of entanglement that is intimately
connected to the pairwise correlations between the prime numbers. The Moebius state, and most of the states built
using arithmetic functions, are expected to be entangled. One may ask what is the relation between the arithmetic
functions and the measurements of entanglement of the corresponding states? We shall not consider here this problem,
and only make some suggestions.
The arithmetic quantum states of the form in Eqs. (1) and (73) can be generalized to the Dirichlet series,
f(s) =
∞∑
n=1
f(n)
ns
, < s > σc, (78)
where f(n) is an arithmetic function, and s = σ + it a complex variable whose real part σ must be bigger than
some value σc to ensure the convergence of the series [1]. An example of Eq. (78) is the Riemann zeta function
ζ(s) =
∑∞
n=1 1/n
s, where σc = 1. We can associate to f(s) the Dirichlet state
|f(s)n〉 = 1√
Cf,n(σ)
∑
a<2n
f(a)
as
|a〉, Cf,n(σ) =
∑
a<2n
|fn(a)|2
a2σ
, s = σ + it. (79)
In the limit n→∞, the normalization constant Cf,n(σ), becomes a Dirichlet series whose radius of convergence will
be bigger than σc. Consider again the case of ζ(s) where
lim
n→∞Cζ,n(σ) =
∞∑
n=1
1
n2σ
= ζ(2σ), σ >
1
2
, (80)
that allows us to define a normalized state associated to ζ(s), including the critical region 12 < σ ≤ 1, where Eq. (78)
diverges and ζ(s) is defined by analytic extension. The Riemann state can then be defined as
|ζ(s)〉 = 1√
ζ(2σ)
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
|n〉, σ > 1
2
. (81)
We expect this state, or its finite qubit version in Eq. (79), to exhibit different entanglement properties in the critical
region 12 < σ ≤ 1 and in the non-critical one σ > 1, that may in turn be related to the properties of ζ(s) itself.
Similarly, in the limit n→∞ we can associate a quantum state to any Dirichlet L-function with character χ
Lχ(s) =
∞∑
n=1
χ(n)
ns
−→ |Lχ(s)〉 = 1√
L¯χ(2σ)
∞∑
n=1
χ(n)
ns
|n〉, L¯χ(σ) =
∞∑
n=1
|χ(n)|
n2σ
. (82)
These examples shows that one can assign entanglement properties not only to prime numbers and arithmetic func-
tions, but also to the Riemann and Dirichlet L- functions, opening a novel approach to Number Theory using the
tools of Quantum Information Theory.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Quantum Mechanics offers a completely new approach to Arithmetics, that may be called Quantum Arithmetics.
The essential point is the possibility of producing a quantum superposition of series of numbers, that can then be
processed and analyzed in parallel. In this paper, we have shown that the series of prime numbers can be assigned
a Prime state. This Prime state can be created efficiently and can be exploited to find properties of the series of
prime numbers in a way that goes beyond classical computational methods. As a relevant example, we have shown
that the Prime state can be used to verify the Riemann Hypothesis in a more efficient way than any existing classical
algorithm.
We have shown that the density matrix of the Prime state is characterized, asymptotically, by the Hardy-Littlewood
constants that parametrize the pair correlations between prime numbers. This result establish a link between between
prime correlations and entanglement of the Prime state. We have also studied the figures of merit of entanglement in
this state, such as purity, von Neumann entropy and entanglement spectrum. The main result stays than the Prime
state entanglement is almost maximal. As a consequence, it follows the inefficiency of using clever tensor networks
algorithms to manipulate it.
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Appendix A1: Derivation of ρA
In this section we shall find an explicit expression of the density matrix ρA in Eq. (25) in terms of number theoretical
functions whose asymptotic properties will be presented in Appendix A2. To do so we shall treat separately the blocks
corresponding to m = 1 and m > 1. If m = 1, the matrix ρA is given by [55]
m = 1 : ρA0,0 =
1
pi(N)
, ρA1,1 =
pi(N)− 1
pi(N)
, ρA0,1 =
1
pi(N)
. (83)
These equations follow from the observation that all the primes are odd numbers but p = 2, which implies
p = 2 → ψb,0 = δb,1, (84)
p > 2 → ψb,1 =
{
1 iff p = 1 + 2b : prime,
0 else.
.
The numerators of ρAa,a′ , means that 2 is a prime number ((a, a
′) = (0, 0)), that there are pi(N)−1 odd prime numbers
((a, a′) = (1, 1)) and that 2 and 3 are primes ((a, a′) = (0, 1)).
Let us next consider the cases where m > 1. Since ψa,b = 0 or 1, ∀a, b, one can write the diagonal entries of ρA as
ρAa,a =
1
pi(N)
∑
b<2m′
ψb,a. (85)
In this equation the sum gives the number of primes of the form p = a + 2m b less than N , where a ∈ [0, 2m − 1] is
fixed and b varies in the interval [0, 2m
′ − 1]. If a is even so is p, because 2mb is always even or zero. Hence p is equal
to 2, and then a = 2 and b = 0, which yields
m > 1, a : even→ ψb,a = δb,0δa,2. (86)
Note that the condition m > 1 is required to allow a to take the value 2. Using Eq.(86) into Eq. (85) one finds
m > 1, a : even→ ρAa,a =
δa,2
pi(N)
. (87)
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If a is odd, the primes p = a+ 2mb, form an arithmetic progression cn+ d (n = 0, 1, . . . ) where c = 2m and d = a
are coprime numbers, that its with no common divisor. Using the standard notation pic,d(x) for the number of primes
less or equal to x contained in the arithmetic progression cn+ d, where c and d coprime numbers, we can then write
m > 1, a : odd→ ρAa,a =
piM,a(N)
pi(N)
, M = 2m. (88)
Let us next consider the off-diagonal terms ρAa,a′ . If a 6= a′ are both even, one can use Eq.(86) to derive
m > 1, a 6= a′ : even→ ρAa,a′ = 0. (89)
If a is even and a′ odd using again Eq.(86) one finds
m > 1, a : even, a′ : odd→
∑
b<2m′
ψb,a ψb,a′ = δa,2 ψ0,a′ . (90)
Eq. (22) implies that ψ0,a = 1 if a is a prime and ψ0,a = 0 if it is not. So ψ0,a is equal to the characteristic function
of prime numbers χpi(a). We have then derived
m > 1, a : even, a′ : odd→ ρAa,a′ =
δa,2 χpi(a
′)
pi(N)
. (91)
Finally, in order to compute ρAa,a′ , when a 6= a′ are both odd, we shall use the counting function pia;b,b′(x) defined
by Eq.(35). The sum in the expression Eq. (25) for ρAa,a′ , when a < a
′ are both odd, is the number of pairs of odd
primes of the form (p, p′) = (a+ 2mb, a′ + 2mb), with p ≤ N and p′ ≤ N . This is just the counting function pia;b,b′(x)
with (x, a, b, b′)→ (N,M, a, a′), hence
m > 1, a : odd, a′ : odd→ ρAa,a′ =
piM ;a,a′(N)
pi(N)
. (92)
Collecting the previous results in a block form (even, odd) one finds
ρA =
1
pi(N)
(
δa,2δa′,2 δa,2 χpi(a
′)
δa′,2 χpi(a) δa,a′piM,a(N) + (1− δa,a′)piM ;a,a′(N)
)
. (93)
As an example, let us choose a system with n = 6 qubits. The prime state in Eq. (1) contains pi(26) = 18 terms
corresponding to all the primes less that N = 64. We split the system into two blocks with m = m′ = 3 qubits each.
The binary representation of the primes yields the function ψb,a of Eq.(22) which we write in matrix form as
ψ =

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

↔

0 2 0 0 0 3 5 7
0 0 0 0 17 19 0 23
0 0 0 0 0 0 37 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 53 0
0 0 0 0 0 11 13 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 29 31
0 0 0 0 41 43 0 47
0 0 0 0 0 59 61 0

(94)
where the rows and columns corresponds to the indices b and a respectively which are ordered in the even-odd
sequence: (0, 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5, 7). The matrix on the RHS gives the associated prime numbers, for example ψ4,5 = 1
corresponds to p = 5 + 23 × 4 = 37. The density matrix ρA can be readily computed as the product
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ρA =
1
pi(26)
ψ† ψ =
1
18

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2
0 1 0 0 2 5 3 3
0 1 0 0 0 3 6 2
0 1 0 0 2 3 2 4

. (95)
Comparing this matrix with the expression in Eq. (93) one verifies the even-even, even-odd and odd-even blocks, the
latter ones following from the identities χprime(i) = 1 for i = 3, 5, 7. The diagonal entries of the odd-odd block are
given by the number of primes in the arithmetic progressions 8k + a with a = 1, 3, 5, 7,
pi8,1(64) = 2 : {17, 41} (96)
pi8,3(64) = 5 : {3, 11, 19, 43, 59}
pi8,5(64) = 6 : {5, 13, 29, 37, 53, 61}
pi8,7(64) = 4 : {7, 23, 31, 47}
Similarly, the off-diagonal entries of the odd-odd block counts the number of pairs in the associated arithmetic
progressions:
pi8;1,3(64) = 2 : {(17, 19), (41, 43)} (97)
pi8;1,5(64) = 0 : {}
pi8;1,7(64) = 2 : {(17, 23), (41, 47)}
pi8;3,5(64) = 3 : {(3, 5), (11, 13), (59, 61)}
pi8;3,7(64) = 3 : {(3, 7), (19, 23), (43, 47)}
pi8;5,7(64) = 2 : {(5, 7), (29, 31)}
Notice that 17 and 13 belong to the series 1 mod 8 and 5 mod 8 respectively, and that 17 = 8×2+1 and 13 = 8×1+5.
Hence they do not satisfy the definition in Eq. (35), and therefore do not contribute to pi8;1,5(64) which is actually
zero.
Appendix A2: Asymptotic limit of prime counting functions
In this appendix we present numerical results concerning the asymptotic behavior of several prime number functions
that appear in the main text. Some of the results are well known but others are new, as far as we know.
A. The prime counting function pi(N)
The PNT given in Eq. (4) is stated more precisely as the limit
lim
N→∞
pi(N)
Li(N)
= 1. (98)
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the ratio pi(N)/Li(N) for two examples. In the case where N = 2n the fluctuations
are not as visible as in the first case, but they lie within the limits imposed by the Riemann hypothesis, that are
of order N−1/2 log2N as shown in Eq. (5). From Fig.(6) one would be tempted to conjecture that pi(N) < Li(N),
for all N . However, Littlewood showed in 1914 that the difference pi(N) − Li(N) changes infinitely often. It is not
known the lowest value of N , for which pi(N) > Li(N). Skewes gave a first estimate in terms of the googolian number
1010
1034
, known as the Skewes number, but this upper bound value has been reduced to a modest e729 ∼ 3.98× 10316.
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FIG. 6: Numerical verification of the PNT in Eq. (98). Left: N = 103 − 106 in steps of 103. Right: N = 2n for n = 10− 40.
B. The prime counting function for arithmetic series pia,b(N)
The PNT for arithmetic progressions, Eq.(30), amounts to
lim
N→∞
pia,b(N)
Li(N)
=
1
φ(a)
, gcd(a, b) = 1, (99)
and is illustrated in Fig. 7 in the cases pi4,b(N) and pi8,b(N). Notice that pi4,3(N)− pi4,1(N) is mostly positive. This
difference is known as the Chebyshev bias and changes infinitely often. Fig. 7 shows one crossing. Similar pattern
occurs for pi8,b(N).
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N
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FIG. 7: Left: pi4,b(N) for b = 1 (blue color on line) and b = 3 (red color on line). Right: pi8,b(N) for b = 1 (blue), b = 3 (red),
b = 5 (green) and b = 7 (yellow). The curves converge towards 1/φ(a) = 1/2 and 1/4, respectively, in agreement with Eq.(99)
C. The prime correlation function pi2(k,N)
The Hardy-Littlewood conjecture of Eq. (32) reads
lim
N→∞
pi2(k,N)
Li2(N)
= C(k), (100)
where C(k) is defined in Eq.(33). Fig. 8 depicts this limit for k = 2, 4, 6, where C(k) takes the following values
C(2) = 1.32032.., C(4) = C(2), C(6) = 2C(2). (101)
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FIG. 8: Illustration of Eq.(100) for k = 2, 4, 6.
D. The arithmetic correlation function piM,a,a′(N)
Eq. (36) means
lim
N→∞
piM ;a,a′(N)
Li2(N)
=
C(|a− a′|)
φ(M)
(102)
and it is illustrated in Fig. 9 for M = 8.
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FIG. 9: Illustration of Eq.(102) for M = 8. Left: (a, a′) = (1, 3), (3, 5), (5, 7) (color on line: blue, red, green). Center:
(a, a′) = (1, 5), (3, 7) (color on line: blue, red). Right: (a, a’) = (1,7) (color on line: blue). Note that C(2) = C(4) = C(6)/2
and φ(8) = 4, which explains the asymptotic values of the abcissas.
Appendix A3: The Hardy-Littlewood constants C(k)
The constants C(k) that appear in the Hardy-Littlewood conjecture in Eq. (33) vary irregularly with k. The
behavior is shown in Fig.10-left. However, the sum of C(k) satisfies an asymptotic formula obtained by Keating
[22, 25](see in Fig.10-right),
K∑
k=1
C(k) ∼ K − 1
2
logK, K >> 1, (103)
which implies the average asymptotic behavior
〈C(k)〉 ∼ 1− 1
2|k| , k  1. (104)
The approximation in Eq. (104) played a crucial role in the derivation of the statistics of the Riemann zeros that
is described by the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE), as conjectured by Montgomery in the 70’s and confirmed
numerically by Odlyzko in the 80’s. In our study of the entanglement of the Prime state, instead of Eq.(103) we need
the asymptotic behavior of TrCαm for α = 2, 3, . . . . In the case α = 2, that is Tr ρ¯
2
A, we need the asymptotic behavior
of
∑K
a,a′ C(|a− a′|)2, that will be computed below using the probabilistic methods that lead to Eq. (103). To do so,
we shall first review the probabilistic properties of the primes and the division of integers by primes (we follow closely
reference [22]).
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FIG. 10: Left: C(k)/C(2) for k = 2, 4, . . . , 200. Right: ratio =
∑K
k=1 C(k)/(K − 12 logK) for K up to 4000.
E. Asymptotic behaviour of
∑K
k=1 C(k)
The PNT (4) implies that the probability P (n) that n is a prime behaves as
P (n) ∼ 1
log n
, n→∞. (105)
The Hardy-Littlewood conjecture of Eq. (32) means that the probability that both n and n−m are primes is, in the
limit n→∞,
P (n, n−m) ∼ P 2(n)α(m), n→∞. (106)
where α(m) coincides with C(m) (in this appendix we use the notation of reference [22]). The probabilistic concepts
can be also applied to divisibility of integers. For example, of the positive integers a fraction 1/p are divisible by a
prime. Hence, for a large integer n the probability that a prime p divides n is given by 1/p. Similarly, the probability
that an integer n is divided by p (i.e. p|n), but not by p2 (i.e. p2/|n) is 1/p − 1/p2 = (p − 1)/p2. The fundamental
theorem of Arithmetics imply that division by different primes are independent operations , so from the probabilistic
viewpoint the primes are statistically independent variables. Applying these probabilistic techniques one can derive
α(m),
α(m) = α
∏
p>2, p|m
(
1 +
1
p− 2
)
(m : even), α(m) = 0 (m : odd), (107)
where α/2 is the twin prime constant
α = 2
∏
p>2
p(p− 2)
(p− 1)2 = 1.3203... (108)
Let us now factorize m into primes
m = 2b0pa11 . . . p
as
s (pi > 2, ai ≥ 1, b0 ≥ 1), (109)
that yields
α(m) = α
(
1 +
1
p1 − 2
)
. . .
(
1 +
1
ps − 2
)
(110)
= α
1 + ∑
1≤i≤s
1
pi − 2 +
∑
1≤i1<i2≤s
1
(pi1 − 2)(pi2 − 2)
+ · · ·+ 1
(pi1 − 2) . . . (pis − 2)
 .
A generic term in the sum can be written as
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β(d) =
∏
p>2,p|d
1
p− 2 =
1
(pi1 − 2) . . . (pil − 2)
, with d = pi1 . . . pil , (111)
so that Eq.(110) involves all the d′s containing some of the p′s of the integer m, but only once. Hence d are divisors
of m, with the latter properties. In the rest of the cases one writes
β(1) = 1, β(d) = 0 if d : even or p2i |d. (112)
After these manipulation Eq. (107) becomes
α(m) = α
∑
d|m
β(d) (m : even) (113)
The next goal is to compute the following sum in the limit X →∞
X∑
m=1
α(m) =
[X/2]∑
i=1
α(2i) = α
[X/2]∑
i=1
∑
d|2i
β(d) = α
[X/2]∑
i=1
∑
d|i
β(d). (114)
In this expression [x] denote the integer part of x. The last equality comes from the fact that if d is even, then
β(d) = 0, hence the condition d|2i amounts to d|i and this happens [X/(2d)] times so,
X∑
m=1
α(m) = α
∑
d≤X/2
β(d)
[
X
2d
]
. (115)
One can verify Eqs.(113) and (115) using the data provided in Table IV.
m 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
α(m) 1 1 2 1 43 2
6
5
X 2 4 6 8 10 12 14∑X
m=1 α(m) 1 2 4 5
19
3
25
3
143
15
d 1 3 5 7 11 13 15
β(d) 1 1 13
1
5
1
9
1
11
1
3
TABLE IV: Some numerical values of the functions α(m),
∑X
m=1 α(m) and β(d).
Any real number x can be decomposed as x = [x] + {x}, where {x} denote the fractional part. So Eq. (115) splits
as
X∑
m=1
α(m) =
αX
2
∑
d≤X/2
β(d)
d
− α
∑
d≤X/2
β(d)
{
X
2d
}
. (116)
The problem now is to estimate the RHS of this equation using probabilistic arguments. Eq.(111) shows that β(d)
behaves on average as 1/d,
β(d) ∼ 1
pi1 . . . pil
=
1
d
, with d = pi1 . . . pil . (117)
Hence one can consider the expectation value of the product 〈dβ(d)〉 for large d. If d is even, one gets 0, so there is an
overall factor 1/2. If d is odd there are two situations concerning the contribution of a prime p to the product dβ(d).
If p does not divide d, it contributes with a factor 1 to dβ(d), with probability (p− 1)/p. If p divides d, but p2 does
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not, the contribution to the product is p× 1/(p− 2) = p/(p− 2) with a probability (p− 1)/p2. These arguments leads
to
〈dβ(d)〉 ' 1
2
∏
p>2
[(
1− 1
p
)
+
p
p− 2
(
p− 1
p2
)]
=
1
α
, (118)
where one has included all the primes that gives a convergent product. The conclusion is that β(d) behaves for large
d as 1/(αd), and therefore
∑
d≤X/2 β(d)/d ∼
∑
d≤X/2 1/(αd
2) is convergent in the limit X →∞ towards the value
∞∑
d=1
β(d)
d
= 1 +
∞∑
d=3
∏
p>2,p|d
1
p(p− 2) =
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
p(p− 2)
)
=
2
α
. (119)
This constant cancels the factor α/2 of the first term in Eq. (116), that becomes simply X. The second sum in Eq.
(116) can be approximated assuming that
{
X
2d
}
varies uniformly in the range [0, 1], so its average is 1/2 yielding in
the limit X →∞
∑
d≤X/2
β(d)
{
X
2d
}
∼ 1
2
∑
d≤X/2
β(d) ∼ 1
2α
∑
d≤X/2
1
d
∼ 1
2α
(
log
X
2
+ γ
)
, (120)
where γ is the Euler’s constant. The final result is (see Eq. (103))
X∑
m=1
α(m) ∼ X − 1
2
logX, (121)
where we dropped a constant term. From here one can conclude that the average behavior of α(m) is then given by
(recall Eq. (104))
〈α(x)〉 ∼ 1− 1
2x
, x→∞. (122)
F. Asymptotic behaviour of
∑K
a,a′ C
2(|a− a′|)
The asymptotic behavior of the purity in Eq. (53) requires the evaluation of the following sum for large values of
d = 2m−1
d∑
i,j=1
C2(2|i− j|). (123)
Defining d = X/2, we can write this sum as
X/2∑
i,j=1
α2(2|i− j|) =
X/2∑
i=1
(X − 2i)α2(2i) = X
X∑
m=1
α2(m)−
X∑
m=1
mα2(m). (124)
We shall consider separately the sums
∑X
m=1 α
2(m) and
∑X
m=1mα
2(m). Using Eq. (113) we write
X∑
m=1
α2(m) = α2
[X/2]∑
i=1
∑
d1|i
∑
d2|i
β(d1)β(d2). (125)
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d1, d2 divide i, hence the least common multiple of these numbers, lcm(d1, d2), must divide i, so
[X/2]∑
i=1
1|lcm(d1,d2)|i =
[
X
2 lcm(d1, d2)
]
, (126)
and then
X∑
m=1
α2(m) = α2
∑
d1,d2≤X/2
β(d1)β(d2)
[
X
2 lcm(d1, d2)
]
(127)
=
α2X
2
∑
d1,d2≤X/2
β(d1)β(d2)
lcm(d1, d2)
− α2
∑
d1,d2≤X/2
β(d1)β(d2)
{
X
2 lcm(d1, d2)
}
.
The first sum is convergent in the limit X →∞ and is given by
∞∑
d1,d2=1
β(d1)β(d2)
lcm(d1, d2)
=
∏
p>2
(
1 +
2
p(p− 2) +
1
p(p− 2)2
)
≡ 2
α2
. (128)
This formula includes all the contributions where d1 and d2 are either 1, or odd square-free integers. For example, if
d1 and d2 have the factorizations
d1 =
∏
i
pi
∏
j
qj , d2 =
∏
i
pi
∏
k
rk, lcm(d1, d2) =
∏
i
pi
∏
j
qj
∏
k
rk pi 6= qj 6= rk(6= pi) (129)
one finds
β(d1)β(d2)
lcm(d1, d2)
=
∏
i
1
pi(pi − 2)2
∏
j
1
qj(qj − 2)
∏
k
1
rk(rk − 2) . (130)
In Eq.(128), the term 1/(p(p− 2)2) arises from the primes p common to d1 and d2, while the term 1/(p(p− 2)), arises
from those that are not common. The constant α2 , defined in Eq. (128), is related to the twin prime constant α as
α2
α2
= 2
∏
p>2
(
1 +
1
(p− 1)3
)
= 2.30096... (131)
Hence the first term in Eq. (127) behaves in the limit X → ∞ as α2/α2X. Let us now consider the second term
in Eq. (127). Here we make the approximation that led to Eq. (120), which is to assume that
{
X
2 lcm(d1,d2)
}
varies
uniformly in the range [0, 1], so its average is 1/2
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FIG. 11: Left: ratio1 =
∑X
m=1 α
2(m)/(α
2
α2
X − 1
2
(logX)2) (see Eq. (133)). Center: ratio2 =
∑X
m=1mα(m)
2/( α
2
2α2
X2) (see Eq.
(137)). Right: ratio3 =
∑X/2
i,j=1 α
2(2|i− j|)/( α2
2α2
X − X
2
(logX)2) (see Eq. (138)) In all cases X/2 runs up to 2000.
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∑
d1,d2≤X/2
β(d1)β(d2)
{
X
2 lcm(d1, d2)
}
∼ 1
2
∑
d1,d2≤X/2
β(d1)β(d2) ∼ 1
2α2
(logX)
2
, (132)
where we have used Eq. (118). Collecting the previous results we get (see Fig. 11-left for a numerical confirmation)
X∑
m=1
α2(m) ∼ α
2
α2
X − 1
2
(logX)
2
. (133)
This result is quite different from the one obtained replacing α2(m) by 〈α(m)〉2 using Eq. (122),
X∑
m=1
〈α(m)〉2 ∼ X − logX + cte, (134)
which is a consequence of the fluctuations of α(m). In other words, the sum in Eq. (133), provides further information
about the distribution of prime numbers.
Let us now consider the second term of Eq. (124), that using Eq. (113) becomes
X∑
m=1
mα2(m) = 2α2
[X/2]∑
i=1
∑
d1|i
∑
d2|i
i β(d1)β(d2). (135)
Similarly to Eq. (126), one finds
[X/2]∑
i=1
i|lcm(d1,d2)|i =
`12
2
(
1 +
[
X
2 `12
])[
X
2 `12
]
, `12 = lcm(d1, d2) (136)
=
1
2
[
X2
4`12
+X
(
1− 2
{
X
2 `12
})
+ `12
{
X
2 `12
}({
X
2 `12
}
− 1
)]
In this expression we keep the term O(X2) and drop the next ones that a numerical calculation show they are O(X).
We are led then to the approximation
X∑
m=1
mα2(m) ∼ α
2
4
X2
∞∑
d1,d2=1
β(d1)β(d2)
lcm(d1, d2)
+O(X) =
α2
2α2
X2 +O(X) (137)
where we used Eq. (128). See Fig. 11 (right) to verify numerically this equation. Finally, Eqs. (133) and (137)
implies the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (124)
X/2∑
i,j=1
α2(2|i− j|) ' α
2
2α2
X2 − X
2
(logX)
2
+O(X), X →∞. (138)
Fig. 11 (right) shows a numerical check of this relation, that exhibit smaller fluctuations as the previous approxima-
tions Eqs. (133) and (137). This is probably due to the fact that they contribute with opposite sign to Eq. (124).
For larger values of X, not shown in Fig. 11 (right), the result becomes asymptotically exact.
Appendix A4: a toy density matrix
Let us suppose a density matrix of dimension d of the form
ρ =
1
d
(1+ cP ), (139)
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where P is the matrix
Pa,a′ =
{
0, if a = a′
1, if a 6= a′ . (140)
The eigenvalues of P are
p1 = d− 1, pi = −1, i = 2, . . . , d− 1. (141)
Hence the eigenvalues of ρ are
λ1 =
1 + c(d− 1)
d
, λi =
1− c
d
, i = 2, . . . , d− 1. (142)
The condition 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1 imposes that 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. In the limit d 1, the purity behaves as
Trρ2 = λ21 + (d− 1)λ22 =
(
1 + c(d− 1)
d
)2
+ (d− 1)
(
1− c
d
)2
→ c2 + (1− c)
2
d
' c2, (143)
where we used that 0 < c < 1. Hence the dominant behavior is controlled by the eigenvalue λ1 ' c. We can also get
this result from the square of ρ,
ρ2 =
1
d2
(1+ 2cP + c2P 2)⇒ Trρ2 = d+ c
2d(d− 1)
d2
→ c2, (144)
which shows that the purity comes essentially from the square of the off-diagonal matrix P . In the same limit the
von Neumann entropy behaves as
S(1) = −(λ1 log λ1 + (d− 1)λ2 log λ2)→ −c log c+ (1− c) log d
1− c ∼ (1− c) log d. (145)
Hence satisfies a volume law, with a coefficient that depends on the strength of the off diagonal term P .
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